Our Extensive Gathering of Fall Furniture Is But a Repetition of Former Successes.

An imposing aggregation in the combined stock of furniture we display. Styles, qualities, and prices admirably match and strengthen our reputation as the leading concern of the National Capital. The mass of our stock varies in variety and size as to suit every purpose and individual requirements. These skill and high perfection is manifested throughout our stock of furniture construction, have supplied us with their production, indicating a comprehensive array of exclusive styles and designs. Every piece worthy of the confiding custom we hold. These columns of special offerings need but your inspection and comparisons in outwitting your taste and taste avow advantages. Next the.

Cash Not a Necessity.

Every piece of jewel full advantage of our 10% CREDIT service. Doesn't cut out a cost extra and allows you in pay your full percentage. The quality of our goods. The terms you arrange will satisfy us.

HARRIET CONVERSION-CABINETS

$15.50

Comfortable enough for a seating corner. Walnut finish, 1 large mirror, 2 drawers. $1.98

Let the atmosphere make the space cozier with our Popular Linens, with choice designs and colors. $1.48

A charming Bedroom Suite, made up of two beds, drawers, and a stool. $14.75

Cashiers in the night. Oak or Walnut. $11.75

Lace Curtains and Portieres.

in prices from $1.00 to $5.00. Regular prices.

STILL MINUS A DIRECTOR

St. Elizabeth's Ayeion Without a Permanent Head.

The Daily held its door to a German. The Johnstons' Appointments.

President McKinley, Delaware, and the ad

MAYNOR & PETTIT

Mailing: 418-417 Seventh St.

School Supplies.

Post cards must have their fill of

Silk Gloria Umbrella

Sale.

the Ladys silk people, baking.

Linen Department

will occupy 2 floor

space until

further notice.

Mrs. Lincoln, Washington, D.C.

The Busy Corner

Gustavo T. Smith, owner.

17 East 17th Street

Silk.